aoVision
GAIN AI-DRIVEN INSIGHTS FROM 
SUPPLIER AND BUYER CONTRACTS IN SECONDS

LET AI EMPOWER YOUR LEGAL TEAM WITH CONTRACT ANALYTICS
Today's volatile business environment is placing significant pressure on legal teams to keep track of
countless details across your volume of contracts that are growing exponentially. Identifying contracts
with risk exposure, such as force majeure, GDPR or liability limits, can take hours, even days, to
accomplish with existing systems. aoVision can supercharge your existing CLM with intelligent contract
analytics built with AI from the ground up. With aoVision, your legal and procurement teams can:

Analyze supplier contracts

Integrate docs easily

aoVision lets your team run intelligent
search and analysis for not only your
own contracts, but for critical terms
on 3rd party contracts. 

You can easily import your entire
contract volume from any source
system, such as SAP Ariba,
DocuSign, SharePointor others.

Enrich your system of record

Get started quickly

Let aoVision automatically update
source systems with contract data to
be used by other applications or
departments.

Unlike other contract analytics
solutions, you can start gaining
critical legal and commercial insights
in just weeks, not months.

How many suppliers do we have in Ukraine and Russia with
active force majeure? And how much is our risk exposure?
Traditional method
Manual search of individual contracts
Search across multiple platforms
Results of search not actionable
2-3 weeks of effort

Using aoVision
Search entire contract volume with AI
aoVision is your single search platform
Automatically updated system of record
Answers in seconds

ACTIONABLE CONTRACT INSIGHTS AT YOUR FINGERTIPS
What kind of answers can you quickly gain from using aoVision? Here are a few examples.

Which contracts include uncapped liabilities?

Show me all contracts that contain “change of ownership” clauses.

What supplier contracts over $10M are expiring this year?

How many contracts include GDPR and CCPA?

ONBOARDING IS EASY. GET STARTED IN
WEEKS, NOT MONTHS
Set up and onboarding is easy and can be completed in weeks
with the highest level of data integrity and security.
aoVision is natively built on AI and can integrate with multiple
systems. Additionally, it complements your existing CLM systems,
giving you a single source for contract search and review.

TRUSTED BY INDUSRY LEADERS WITH AIBASED SOFTWARE SOLUTIONS
aoVision is built by App Orchid, a leading AI software company.
Our legal and procurement solutions are used by industry leaders
such as Fidelity Investments, BP, Mars Wrigley, Mizuho OSI,
Heathrow Airport, and LNG Canada.

LEARN MORE BY SCHEDULING A DEMO TODAY
Visit www.apporchid.com/aovision or email info@apporchid.com to see
how aoVision can provide your legal with AI-driven contract insights and
enhance your existing CLM.
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